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The promise of cardiac tissue engineering is in the ability to recapitulate in vitro the
functional aspects of a healthy heart and disease pathology as well as to design replacement muscle for clinical therapy. Parts of this promise have been realized; others have
not. In a meeting of scientists in this field, five central challenges or “big questions” were
articulated that, if addressed, could substantially advance the current state of the art in
modeling heart disease and realizing heart repair.

Heart is the first functional organ that forms
in the human body. Only a few weeks into
gestation, the heart starts to beat and pump
blood and continues to do so throughout a
lifetime. As soon as its development is complete, the capacity of the heart to regenerate
after damage or disease becomes only minimal. As a result, cardiovascular disease remains the main cause of death worldwide,
prompting the need for new effective approaches
to heart repair. In contrast to all other options—
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cell cycle reentry, administration of therapeutic cells, and recruitment of endogenous cardiac and vascular progenitors—cardiac tissue
engineering is focused on providing a definitive solution by growing or regenerating heart
muscle and vasculature.
Both the in vitro and in vivo methods tend
to recapitulate cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions and the original physical structure
and physiological signaling in the heart. Although the field is in its infancy, the ultimate
goal of tissue engineering is to build functional tissues or whole organs for transplantation.
Current efforts focus on the creation of individual tissues (the vasculature, valves, and
myocardium) in sizes that are limited by the
existing tissue-engineering technologies. Our
meeting focused on the challenges and opportunities for growing functional myocardium,
with two major translational goals: in vitro
modeling of disease and designing of cardiac
grafts for transplantation.
To efficiently pump blood through the
body, the myocardium provides the necessary
contractile force regulated by a highly specialized electrical conduction system that responds
to external stimuli. To support these functions,
the tissue draws a high metabolic demand and
requires comprehensive vascular support. To
minimize complexity, myocardial tissue engineering has sought to develop minimally functional tissue units that are three-dimensional
(3D) from the cellular perspective but thin
enough to benefit from simplified methods for
exchange of nutrients—most critically, oxygen—
and metabolites. Recent advances in cardiac
tissue engineering include the generation of
microtissues capable of force generation and
predictable responses to cardiac drugs (1) on
one end of the spectrum, and the clinical im-

TACKLING TISSUE-ENGINEERED
HEART REPAIR
Question 1: What kinds of
microphysiological platforms have
clinical impact?
For decades, cardiac tissue engineering has
been driven by the need to repair damaged
myocardium. Clinical translation in this area
is becoming plausible but remains far from
being a routine practice, with scale-up, vascularization, and electromechanical integration
still posing major challenges. An emerging
paradigm poised to accelerate therapeutic discovery centers on microphysiological tissue platforms for predictive drug testing and modeling
of disease (3). These platforms range in scale
from single-cell functional assays to microsized human tissues connected by microfluidic
vascular conduits designed to model human
physiology in vitro. Although it is not possible
(or even necessary) to recapitulate the entire
complexity of the human myocardium, these
models provide a minimal set of physiological
functions that are necessary to study drug efficacy, safety, and mode of action (4, 5). For
example, cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from
human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs)
and matured on engineered substrates can recapitulate adult-like sarcomere structure and
contractility and responses to mechanical stimulation and agonists of sarcomere function (6).
The simplest systems—that is, minimally functional tissue units—are the most well characterized and most easily manipulated. But it
remains to be determined “how simple is complex enough” depending on the drug type,
cell phenotype, and disease pathology being
studied (Fig. 1).
With recent advances in gene editing, it is
possible to generate isogenic hiPSC lines for
the in vitro modeling of human cardiovascular
disease. Such cell lines can be generated by
inducing disease-causing mutations in wildtype iPSCs or by correcting such mutations
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INTRODUCTION

plementation of cardiac tissues engineered
from progenitor cells and encapsulated in hydrogel for heart failure patients (2) on the
other end of the spectrum.
Here, we delineate our collective perspective on the challenges facing the in vitro modeling of myocardial disease and the generation
and delivery of transplantable cardiac grafts.
Our goal was to envision strategies that would
most effectively advance our understanding of
cardiac disease and lead to effective and safe
repair of the failing heart.
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in patient- and disease-specific iPSCs. These
approaches allow linking of genetic mutations
with clinical phenotypes (7–9). Success in recapitulating disease phenotypes depends on
implementation of mechanical loading, a
key factor associated with both heart development and adult function. The initial strategy
for mechanical stimulation—isometric loading
of the tissues on static holders—was later
extended to the more physiological auxotonic
loading.
Despite advances, the effects of mechanical stimulation on cardiac tissue maturation
have been inconsistent. An alternative maturation strategy is electrical stimulation, which
improves calcium handling and electrophysiological properties of iPSC-derived CMs (10)
and regulates their beating rate (11). However,
evidence that mechanical or electrical stimulation can lead to ultrastructural and functional hallmarks of adult heart muscle is yet to be
published. Ongoing work designed to help
researchers better understand the role of environmental factors in the engineering of adult-

like human heart tissue should enable predictive
physiological studies of drugs and disease.
Question 2: Which cells should be used
for cardiac regeneration?
Both the in vitro microphysiological systems
and the in vivo repair of contractile myocardium are based on the availability of functional CMs derived from human stem cells.
Myocardial repair will likely require restoration of all of the muscle, vascular, and stromal
components of the heart tissue. In the context
of cardiovascular tissue engineering, this
will necessitate careful optimization of the
initial cellular makeup of cardiac implants.
Although CMs are responsible for electrical
conduction and generation of contractile
force, fibroblasts, stromal cells, and endothelial cells all play important roles in matrix
deposition, vascularization, and paracrine
signaling.
An advantage of cardiac tissue engineering
is in its ability to systematically vary the starting
cellular composition and biomaterial scaffolds
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Fig. 1. Microtissue platforms: Achieving complexity on a small scale. Microtissue platforms, also
called organs-on-a-chip, are likely to be transformative to drug testing, modeling of cardiac disease,
and implementation of personalized medicine. The impact of these technologies will likely be translated sooner than clinical applications because of the simpler tissue engineering and regulatory
requirements.

toward optimizing the function of engineered
myocardium. In human tissue constructs, the
velocity of action-potential propagation improves with increasing amounts of virtually
pure CMs in the initial cell composition, whereas
contractile force output is optimal for CM populations with purities of 60 to 80% (12). Overall,
the presence of fibroblasts or other stromal cells
in iPSC-derived cardiac tissues is beneficial to
CM maturation via engagement of extracellular matrix proteins (13) and establishment
of intercellular contacts, whereas an excess of nonmyocytes might compromise conduction and
integration. The presence of endothelial cells
in engineered cardiac tissues promotes CM
maturation in vitro and survival and integration in vivo (14). A better understanding of the
optimal cellular makeup along with computerassisted fabrication methodologies should enable
generation of tissues with sophisticated architectures and functional properties approaching
those of native myocardium.
Cardiac tissue function involves multiple
CM phenotypes (for example, ventricular, atrial,
nodal, and Purkinje). The current protocols
predominantly give rise to ventricular CMs,
whereas control of retinoic acid signaling can
enhance atrial specification. Going forward,
the field needs to develop precise, directed
protocols for CM subtype specification and
functional maturation. Removal of spontaneously active nodal cells along with enhanced
functional maturation of CMs should permit
engineering of electrically quiescent, working
myocardium suitable for safe repair of infarcted heart. Purification of mature sinoatrial
nodal cells might, in turn, permit engineering
of biological pacemaker tissues (15).
The heart also contains epicardial and
endocardial cells, which, although critically
important for myocardial development and
homeostasis, have received little attention.
Of particular interest is that postnatal epicardial cells can migrate into the myocardium after
injury to give rise to new coronary vessels (16).
Epicardial cells recently derived from human
iPSCs (17) could be used in engineered cardiac
tissues to support CM proliferation and maturation in vitro and vascular integration in vivo. Biochemical or genetic (18) manipulation of host
or transplanted epicardial cells might be an important strategy for facilitating electrical integration of cardiac tissue patches with the host
myocardium (19). Furthermore, endocardiallike cells derived from human embryonic stem
cells (hESCs) (20) might provide a progenitor
population capable of both lining a chamber
and robust de novo vascular assembly.
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The importance of preformed vascular networks in microtissue platforms for drug screening and modeling of disease is now being
actively investigated. In general, engineered
tissues for in vitro application should be designed as minimally functional tissue units that
enable quantitative physiological studies under
normal and pathological conditions (4). Many
groups have shown that the presence of endothelial cells in engineered cardiac tissues promotes CM survival and function. Beyond
paracrine signaling, engineered vasculature
provides a route for the exchange of nutrients
and metabolites and delivery of drugs to the
target tissue.
Current studies are focused on the establishment of functional microvasculature for
connecting components of multiorgan microdevices, such as the vascular-liver-heart platform
to examine cardiotoxicity of a drug metabolized by the liver (23). Looking forward, we
envision that such platforms will use microvasculature both to support the metabolic

needs of cultured tissues and to deliver drugs
in disease-modeling settings.
Question 4: What are reasonable
expectations for preclinical trials?
Experiments in small and large animal models have shown that tissue-engineered cardiac
patches can improve recovery from myocardial injury (24–26). The contractile activity of
engineered tissue is expected to contribute directly to myocardial performance, but improvements can also evolve through the release
of cytokines that promote angiogenesis, activate endogenous progenitor cells (26, 27), or
stimulate paracrine pathways (Fig. 2).
The damage induced by acute infarct is
exacerbated by chronic volume overload as
the left ventricular (LV) chamber dilates, overstretches the peri-infarct myocytes, and activates detrimental apoptotic signaling pathways.
LV dilatation usually is accompanied by hypertrophy and metabolic abnormalities, both
of which could be alleviated, at least in part, by

Fig. 2. Tissue-engineered heart repair. Major progress is being made in translational studies of various types of engineered cardiac patches for
implantation. An insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1)–loaded fibrin patch markedly enhances the effects of iPSC-derived cells in a swine model of
ischemia reperfusion. SMC, smooth muscle cell; EC, endothelial cell. Adapted from (33), with permission.
www.ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org
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Question 3: Is vascularization of tissue
grafts a necessary complexity?
Prolonged survival and functionality of 3D
tissue-engineered products require an efficient supply of oxygen and nutrients along
with the removal of metabolites. Perfusion
bioreactors can transport nutrients across large
tissue thicknesses and maintain CM viability
in the absence of a vascular network, but a preformed vascular structure in vitro can markedly enhance CM function and viability by
accelerating anastomosis to the host circulation, in contrast to nonvascularized engineered
cardiac tissues (14). Vascular cell coculture can
be used in conjunction with mechanical
loading to control CM proliferation and the
hypertrophy and architecture of engineered
human myocardium (21). Endothelial cells
release paracrine factors, such as neuregulin
(22) and nitric oxide, which improve cell survival after myocardial ischemia and thus are
a favorable component of engineered myocardium for therapeutic applications.

PERSPECTIVE

Question 5: How will cardiac
regeneration be implemented clinically?
Given the recent entry of tissue engineering
into the cardiovascular sciences, there has
been little therapeutic application of engineered cardiac tissues. The most recent trial
involves epicardial delivery of a fibrin patch
loaded with cardiac progenitor cells derived
from hESCs in heart failure patients (2). A key
challenge for translating engineered tissues
to the clinic is the need for a prefabricated
vascularized network that can be directly connected to the circulatory system of the host

to protect the survival of cells subjected to
ischemia. An alternate option, possibly
easier to implement, could be to functionalize the construct with peptides that mobilize circulating angiogenic cells and thereby
contribute to the vascularization of embedded cells.
After vascularization, the electromechanical integration of graft and host is critically
important, and efforts to reduce isolation of
the graft by scar tissue would be highly beneficial. Additional concerns include the regulatory
hurdles, high costs of developing autologous
products, and the risks of immunogenic rejection when transplanting allogeneic products.
Finally, the kinetics of degradation of implanted materials and the possible toxicity
of degradation products must be addressed.
To this end, a number of laboratories are
beginning to use innovative tools such as synthetic biodegradable scaffolds and 3D bioprinting. Until microvascularization can be
achieved, a number of acellular tissue-engineered
products, such as epicardial patches (29) or injectable biomatrix, have shown promise as delivery vehicles for drugs or as biomechanical
support to modulate cardiac remodeling, respectively. The unsuccessful AUGMENT-HF
trial, in which intramyocardial injections of
an alginate gel in heart failure patients failed
to improve LV function (30), raised doubts
as to whether such materials can be used for
stand-alone treatment.
An attractive option could be the use of an
acellular scaffold functionalized with biologics
that foster endogenous repair by activating
appropriate signaling pathways in a timecontrolled fashion. The development of acellular, rather than cellular, heart repair products
could have a faster path to clinical use, given
the long history of synthetic vascular grafts,
such as acellular porcine and cadaveric heart
valves, and the recent introduction of biodegradable coronary stents (31). The implementation of cell-based products will take more time
to develop because of the need for vascularization and the lack of a well-forged regulatory
pathway. Recent clinical trials to inject hESCand hiPSC-derived retinal epithelial cells into
patients for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration and Stargardt’s disease
might provide some early regulatory guidance
for pluripotent stem cell–derived products (32).
In addition, researchers must consider the
specific disease indications that might benefit
from an engineered product and the mode of
implementation for each indication. Most research to date has focused on the treatment

of heart failure resulting from myocardial
infarction—the main driver of morbidity and
mortality in Western society. The creation of
perfusable human tissue that can survive transplantation will also enable researchers to address more chronic myocardial diseases such
as postinfarct and nonischemic heart failure.
THE FUTURE OF HEART REPAIR
New ideas for how and under which exact
conditions we might effectively model heart
disease in vitro and provide heart repair in vivo
are emerging at the boundaries of stem cell
science, bioengineering, and clinical disciplines.
It is now clear that CM health is intimately
connected with the health of other cardiac
cell types. Most prominent is the interaction
between CMs and cardiac fibroblasts, which
appear to provide the extracellular matrix
necessary for proper mechanical anchorage
and support of cell-cell interactions. Identification of links between focal adhesions,
costameres, and intercalated discs with the
signaling pathways involved in CM maturation
could reduce our dependence on coculture
if the appropriate cues could be supplied
exogenously.
Endothelial cells in coculture with CMs
have shown benefits in the context of paracrine signaling but also as functional lining
of newly formed blood vessels. Vascularization is not essential for in vitro model systems
or even for a thin cardiac patch for implantation. Still, vascularizing even these small
tissue constructs might have advantages for
maturation of CMs and physiological delivery
of nutrients and drugs. The transition to
thick tissues and ultimately an intact heart
graft will, however, require vasculature, either by tissue-engineered design or by facilitated ingrowth from the host. This is an area
in which tissue engineers excel. Any advance
in vascularization, either by controlled delivery
of angiogenic agents or by 3D printing or
microfabrication of vessel structures, will
aid not only the cardiac field but also nearly
every other effort to engineer tissues (Fig. 3).
An unforeseen issue with studies in large
animals is the level of similarity between the
engineered and the recipient tissues. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration prefers the
testing of tissue-engineered products as xenograft, whereas European regulatory agencies
prefer testing in homologous (auto- or allograft) large animal models. Clearly, both
approaches have their pros and cons, and only continued testing will show which of them
is more predictive of clinical function.
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cardiac cell and cardiac patch therapy. Cells
and cytokines that mediate CM–non-CM
communication are critical for the beneficial
paracrine activity induced by implanted cardiac tissue patches.
One of the most prominent safety concerns associated with tissue-based myocardial
therapies is the risk of arrhythmia. Studies
with injected cells suggest that this risk is
related to the size of the remuscularized region
of treated hearts. Injected CMs derived from
hESCs have not been associated with arrhythmia in rodents, but when the same dose of cells
(cells/kg body weight) was scaled up for delivery to macaques, all four of the cell-treated
animals experienced periods of premature ventricular contractions or tachycardia (24, 28).
This discrepancy between observations in small
and large animals might have occurred because
of the physically larger grafts in the nonhuman
primate model; these grafts contain millimeters
to centimeters of new myocardium, which
could alter electrical propagation. Conversely, the arrhythmias might have been unmasked by the slower heart rates in this model
(~120 beats/min) compared to guinea pigs,
rats, and mice (250, 400, and 600 beats/min,
respectively). Notably, human heart tissue
patches do not electrically integrate with the
underlying rodent myocardium after transplantation and beat at an independent, typically slower, rate (19). This means that the
current epicardial patches are unlikely to cause
arrhythmias or to contribute to coordinated
systolic function. Clinical trials of engineered
cardiac tissue patches should address ways that
the remuscularized regions of treated hearts
can be synchronized to contract in concert
with the native myocardium after transplantation so that the mechanical support is provided
without inducing arrhythmias. We have yet to
understand how to establish a functional hostgraft interface in xenograft models through
experiments in large animal models.
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How will clinical implementation take
shape? The clinical experience will continue
to evolve as far as possible using cell-free approaches. Should these approaches come up
short in providing functional advantages,
cell-based products will be implemented.
Impediments to their success will certainly
include not only costs but also clinical indications. To date, tremendous emphasis has
been placed on postinfarction repair, but
other indications could present additional
starting points. For example, nonischemic
dilated cardiomyopathy is a devastating and
prevalent failure of the heart but avoids the
complexities of scar formation and intricacies
of the timing of tissue replacement. Last, consideration should be given to the route of delivery of engineered cardiac tissues. The majority
of the field is developing a patch to be placed
on the epicardial surface of the heart, which
requires open-heart surgery. A future challenge
will be to adapt the application of tissueengineered products for endocardial delivery.
This will, in turn, necessitate interactions
among cardiovascular interventionalists, surgeons, stem cell scientists, and tissue engineers
to inform each other about the needs, requirements, and actionable opportunities.
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Fig. 3. A map of heart repair. Among the variety of tissue-engineering systems currently under investigation, the best options for clinical translation
are found in a “Venn diagram” between the biological complexity, feasibility, and safety and efficacy for the patient.
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